plat of "whispering springs, lots 8a, 9a & 10b, block 5" being a vacation and replat of whispering springs, lot 10a, block 4, lots 8 & 9, block 5, whispering springs additions to the city of casper, wyoming a subdivision of a portion of the nwi/aei/4, section 22, township 33 north, range 80 west, sixth principal meridian, natrona county, wyoming scale: 1"=20'

certificate of preparation

sheriffs dispositive inc., donee of lots 8, 9a, & 10b, subdivider dispositive of whispering springs, ltd., owner of lot 8, 9a, & 10b, hereby declares that this plat is a true and accurate representation of the survey and disposition of the property known as "whispering springs," located in the city of casper, natrona county, wyoming, and that all measurements and boundaries shown on this plat are true and accurate, and that the plat is to be used for the purpose of subdividing the area shown thereon. this plat has been prepared by the undersigned, august august, a registered surveyor, in accordance with the requirements of the wyoming surveyor's act and the rules and regulations of the wyoming surveyor's board, and is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.

wyoming registration no. 8210, l.c.

under the supervision of

COUNTY OF NATRONA

by:

sheriffs dispositive inc., on behalf of whispering springs, ltd.
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